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Abstract
An automated laboratory strives to monitor processes and track
inventory such as compound libraries and equipment. With
governance and the push to get drugs on the market faster, IT
infrastructure must tie the labs closer to their business. We are
presenting a novel and easy to use technology that is a scalable,
flexible, and cost effective approach to laboratory performance
monitoring.

Introduction
We have been adopting use of integrated lab standards like
Analytical Information Markup Language and open-based device
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profiles .The system is queried with instrument usage,
experimentation progress, lab performance, throughput,
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downtime, frequency of use, time to validate, reagent use etc.
We are proposing these new standards: Laboratory Performance
Markup Language (LabPML) uses metadata to gauge the
productivity of a lab. The Service in Management Performance
Markup Language (SiMPL) could help integrate servicing and
calibration needs in the lab to maintain uptimes and cost
effectively monitor laboratory usage and servicing needs.
These standards may be necessary for laboratory asset servicing and
facility needs. Such standards could tie into business ERP and
financial systems and help predict business operations, revenues,
and competitive intelligence. We will discuss LabPML and SiMPL in
the context of laboratory and life science business needs. Using the
Bio-Medical Asset Management (B.A.M™) software, we will
demonstrate tools and utilities available for automated calibration,
validation, work ordering, PM, service reporting, inventory,
procurement, auto-discovery of laboratory assets, asset tracking,
data tracking, and remote control. More information is available at
exhibition booth #535 with Atlantic Labs.

Problem
Labs are faced with infrastructure challenges, limited time, money and
resources (assets) and have the need for availability, reliability, and
cost control.

Approach
We have developed a Bio-Medical Asset Management solution to save
organizations time and money while empowering them to maximize use
of their resources. It is a modular system offering Just In time Modules
that enable cost-effective immediate use of an enterprise system. As
shown in the figure at the upper right of the poster, B.A.M™ serves to
compliment rather than replace existing laboratory systems. It offers
integration and interfacing with suppliers, and data and lab management
systems such as work flow, data management, LIMS, sample
management, and device scheduling systems through XML standards
built on top of the ASTM AnIML standard.
Our inventory systems could use various tagging technologies like RF
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Tagging and bar coding. However, we could also tag, track, and monitor
assets remotely. The hardware devices of the system are Asset Tracker,
Asset Locator, and Asset Remote. The set up entails a switch box to the
instrument, a remote unit, a modem, and a PDA or cell phone as shown in
(Fig.1) allowing you to control your assets remotely.

Sample Management

Emerging Services

Modules
In order to better understand the modules one must first describe what an asset
is to an organization. An asset may be a system or a component. A system is
made of sub-assets and components which are assets. For example, assets in an
organization may be: equipment, tools, devices, consumables, reagents,
computers, office supplies, furniture note books, people, or generalized as
anything that has value and use.
The capabilities of the solution are described through its modules:
Auto Discovery
Inventory
Procurement
Asset Actions
Help Desk
Work Order
Service Order
User Glimpse and Team Outlook

LIMS

Calibration
Preventive Maintenance
License Management
Audit and Compliance
Reporting
Document Management
Resource Library
Administration and Configuration

Tag, Track, Monitor, Control

The services that are provided are:
Inventory & Asset Tagging
IMAC (Install, Move, Add, Change)
Process & Cost Analysis
Customization & Integration
Calibration
Auditing & Compliance

UNSPSC Cataloging
Help Desk & Training
Document Mgmt.
Full Product Support
Merger/Acq. Planning

Benefits
The benefits of our system include:
The remote control lets you deactivate or activate services or
assets remotely in a theft or disaster recovery situation.
Auto discovery automatically maintains up to date
inventory with remote and network enabled devices.
Auto-data feeds between vendors promote an efficient and
effectively justifiable procurement process.
IMAC enables organizational change management.

Conclusions
GSM Network

(Fig.1)
We have learned that there is value in monitoring asset performance,
daily asset usage, asset servicing, down time, and maintenance.
Treated as assets, laboratory experiments could require monitoring and
utilize and depend on resources (assets) that could even be monitored in
real time. Real Time Systems are mission critical and have operational
deadlines from event to system response. They require: specialized
devices and standards for monitoring. Anytime tracking, response on
demand, standardized data streams, agents to respond and record, an
integrated environment, a continual processing system, and verification
are essential. As a result, use of inventorying events with tracking
technology and integration with lab software systems are an integral
part of making real time monitoring a reality.

Supporting Technologies and Standards
B.A.M™ uses supporting technologies that could enable the exchange of real
time information about assets between R&D/Production, operations, and
management. SiMPL could be used for data exchange between the helpdesk and
the lab. Also operations and vendors may exchange product and service
information. AnIML is used to effectively exchange information about an asset
(experiment, process, or physical resource). SiMPL and LABPML are proposed
standards built on top of AnIML that could help transform AnIML data to an agent
to inventory events about an asset. Traditionally, asset management systems
were only used for inventorying material. Now LabPML may summarize the
performance of a lab and communicate this to operations and management. The
supporting technologies such as SMS and SOAP could enable remote
monitoring and control via web services and help provide a range of services to
your asset manager B.A.M™.
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More and more labs of the future will be using BAM to streamline
operations and monitor laboratory processes and experimentation.
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The market must control cost and inventory resources. Businesses
require structure, communication, and organization for a solid
infrastructure for growth and sustenance. Integrated asset
management and inventory systems are an integral part to a
successful organization.
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